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Over a field of characteristic zero, the rank of the point-copoint incidence 
matrix of a combinatorial geometry of rank > 2 equals the munber of points. 
The proof uses a finite analogue of the Radon transform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f: IFF --+ $2 be a real-valued function in n variables which satisfies 
certain integrability conditions (irrelevant in the present context). Its Radan 
transform is the function 
Rji w*-t R, 29 t-+ i 2 
the integration being over the hyperplane N perpendicular to the dual 
vector x*. This definition can be formally imitated in the case of a finite set S, 
equipped with a collection P of subsets of S, as follows: 
DeJinition: The Radon transform (with respect to the collection P) of a 
functionf: S --f k (k a field) is the function 
The general concept of a finite Radon transform is due to Ethan Balker [Z]- 
In this paper, we shall discuss some applications to the theory of combinatorial 
geometries. We should remark here that some of our results are implicit 
in Dowling and Wilson [4]. A synthesis of our approach with their Miibius 
fun&an techniques should be very rewarding. 
We shall follow the terminology of Crapo-Rota [3]. A corn~~n~tor~~~ 
pregeometry G(S) on a finite set S is specified by a closure operator on its 
subsets, A ++ A, which satisfies the exchrzge property: 
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If, in addition, 
6 = 4 and G = {a} for all elements a E S, 
G(S) is a geometry. 
A jut of the geometry is a closed subset, that is, a subset A for which 
A = A. The flats of a geometry form, under set inclusion, a geometric lattice 
(i.e. a semimodular atomic lattice). For A _C S, the rank of A is the rank of A 
in the lattice of flats. The rank of G is the rank of S, and the corank of A is 
defined to be rank G-rank A. The flats of rank 1 and 2 are called points and 
lines, while those of corank 1 and 2 are called copoints and colines. 
The following equivalent version of the exchange property, called the 
partition property, is used in the sequel: 
Let t be a flat of G(S) and U, ,..., U, all the flats covering t. Then, the sets 
ui\t are the blocks of a partition of $\t. 
2. THE COPOINT RADON TRANSFORM 
Let f: S + k be a function from a finite set S,,to a field k of characteristic 
zero. Suppose G(S) is a geometry on S. The Radon transform off is the 
function defined on the flats of G(S) by 
W(tl = c f(P)* 
wt 
The restriction of Rf to flats of rank i is called the rank i Radon transform. 
Less pedantically, we also speak of the copoint and coline Radon transforms. 
The mass of the function f is defined by 
mass(f) = WC9 = 1 f(p). 
PES 
Over a field of characteristic zero, the copoint Radon transform is in- 
vertible. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G(S) be a combinatorial geometry of rank > 2, and 
f a function S -j k, where k is a field of characteristic zero. Then, given the 
copoint Radon transform off, the function f itself is uniquely determined. 
Proof. We shall exhibit an algorithm for inverting the copoint Radon 
transform. We can assume that rank G = r > 3, since the case r = 2 is 
trivial. 
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LEMMA (the truncation equation). Let t be a rank 
and u1 ,..., u, all the rank i flats covering t. Then 
i - 1 flat, with i < r, 
Proof. Consider the sum Cz”=, Rf(ui). By the partition property, each 
point in S not in t contributes exactly once to the sum, while each point in t 
contributes exactly m times. Nence, 
f,l V(Q) = &f(p) + 0-n - 1) ~tfC~l. I 
Algorithm. Suppose that the copoint Radon transform of f is given. 
Let M be an indeterminate, thought of as representing the as yet unknown 
mass of J: Compute the coline Radon Transform in terms of the indeter- 
minate M by the truncation equation. Iterate this procedure till the rank 1 
Radon transform, which is the function f, is obtained in the form 
By definition, 
f(p) = aP + b&K a,, b, E k. 
M= 1 a,+(c b,)M. 
PES PES 
It is clear (by induction) that b, is a rational number, and b, ( 0; this 
implies that I - CpEs b, f 0. Hence, 
M = (c UP)/+ - C b,). PES PES 
Substitute this numerical value for M in (*). This concludes the algorithm, 
and also the proof of the theorem. 1 
The k-vector space Map@, k) of all functions S -+ k has a standard basis 
consisting of delta functions 6, , p E S, defined by 
6,(q) = 1 if p = q, and 0 otherwise. 
Let C be the set of copoints of G(S). The copoint Radon transform is a 
linear operator from Map@, k) to Map(C, k). With respect to the standard 
basis on both vector spaces, the matrix of the copoint Radon transform 
is just the point-copoint incidence matrix, i.e. the matrix (M,,) with 
M,, = 1 if p E c, and 0 otherwise. 
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We have thus proved the following results, due to Basterfield and Kelly [I] 
and Greene [S]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G(S) be a geometry ofrank >, 2. Then, (i) the number 
of points is less than or equal to the number of copoints; (ii) over a $eId of 
characteristic zero, the rank of the point-copoint incidence matrix equals the 
number of points; (iii) there exists an injection a: S -+ C such that for all p, 
P E E(P). 
3. THE BOND RADON TRANSFORM 
The complementary Radon transform of a function8 S -+ k is the function 
defined on the flats of G(S) by 
V(t) = c f(P)* 
Pa 
The restriction of Cf to the copoints is called the bond Radon transform 
(since a bond is the set complement of a copoint). The theory of the comple- 
mentary Radon transform can be developed in a fashion similar to that of 
the Radon transform, as indicated in the following sketch. 
LEMMA 3.1 (The complementary truncation equation). Let t be a rank 
i - 1 flat, with i < r, and u, ,..., u, all the rank i jlats covering t. Then 
The proof is by appeal, again, to the partition property. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G(S) be a geometry of rank > 2, and k a $eld of 
characteristic zero. Then a function f: S --+ k is determined uniquely by its 
bond Radon transform. 
The only step in the proof requiring comment is: the rank 1 complementary 
Radon transform is the function 
V(P) = c f(q)* 
CHP 
With respect to the standard basis of Map@‘, k), C has the matrix (1 - S,,). 
As this matrix is invertible (being the point-copoint incidence matrix of the 
free geometry on S), the function f can be recovered from its rank 1 comple- 
mentary Radon transform. 
C,OROLLARY 3.3. Let G(S) be a geometry of rank 3 2. Then, (i) over a 
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$?eEd of characteristic zero, the rank of the point-bond incidence matrix equals 
the number of point; (ii) there exists an injection fl: S --f C such that for all p, 
P 4 Bcp). 
Part (ii) is a result of Greene [S]. 
We should remark here that the assumption that the field k is of charao 
teristic zero is crucial for the invertibility of the Radon transform. The 
geometry of 2p points in general position in p-space has non-invertible Radon 
transforms over fields of characteristic p. 
4. THE MAXIMAL CHAIN THEOREM 
Consider the lattice of flats of a geometry G(S) of rank r > 2. A maximal 
chain in this lattice is a chain 
where ui is a fiat of rank i. Let 
m(G) = the maximum size of a family of pairwise disjoint 
maximal chains in the lattice of flats of G(S). 
As each maximal chain contains a point, it is evident that m(G) is at most 
the number of points in G(S). That this upper bound can be attained was 
first proved by Mason [6], using an extension of the matching technique of 
Greene. We shall present another proof. 
A preliminary observation is in order. Let Fi be the set of all rank i flats 
in G(S). Consider the linear operator T: Map(Ft , k) -+ Map(SS-, ) k) 
defined, with respect to the standard basis, by the matrix (T,,), where if t is 
a rank i - 1 Bat covered by m rank i flats, 
The complementary truncation equation implies that the following diagram 
(where Ci is the complementary Radon transform restricted to the flats of 
rank i) commutes: 
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Note that if Ei-, is a subset of Fiel, the maps Ci, and T are still well- 
defined when we replace the codomain by Map(E,, , k). Moreover, the 
above diagram, with the right hand corner replaced by Map(EzV1 , k) remains 
commutative, 
THEOREM 4.1. In a geometry G(S) with n points, n > 2, there exists a 
family of pairwise disjoint maximal chains of size n. 
ProoJ: We shall construct the required family inductively. Assume that 
we already have a family of n disjoint chains of the form 
Uk,l c Uk,2 ’ -** C u,,~-, , 1 <k < n. 
Let Eiel = {u~,+~ : 1 < k < n>. We shall also assume, as part of the in- 
duction hypothesis, that the operator C,, : Map(S, k) + Map(Ei, , k) is 
of rank n. Now, the diagram 
Map(X k> G-1 + MapOLl , W 
commutes, that is to say, C,-l = TO Ci . By the induction hypothesis, 
C,-l is of rank n. This implies that it is possible to choose an n-subset Ei C Fi 
such that both of the matrices Ci and T, restricted to the rows or columns 
indexed by Ei, are of rank n. As the matrix T satisfies T,, # 0 iff t C u, the 
non-singularity of T restricted to the columns Ei implies that we can find 
a matching from Eiel to Ei . We can now use this matching to extend the 
family of disjoint chains up another level. This completes the induction step 
and also the proof. 1 
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